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Waking Up Jesus
“Jesus rose up…and said to His disciples, ‘Why are you so afraid? Do you still have no faith?’ ”
(Mk 4:39, 40)
The sleeping Church can no longer ignore the alarms. She must become the answer to a
consumer-driven culture intent on making gender identity and marriage a figment of our fallen
imagination.
What’s at stake is the dignity of persons created in God’s image; will the Church mobilize and
guide them into transformation, into becoming icons of the Holy One? Or will she slumber as the
vulnerable are conformed to a host of worldly identities which reduce them to idols?
Like Jesus asleep in the boat, we His members must arise and calm the storm by mercifully calling
all to chastity and relational integrity. The answers are ours, eternally; now is the hour to declare
those answers clearly and humbly. Christians who mumble won’t be heard.
After the Court’s ‘gay marriage’ decision at the end of June, I attended Mass where the pastor
alluded to Christian truth amid falsehood but never quite landed; I nearly fell out of my pew waiting
for him to say something hopeful and helpful about how the Church’s embrace of persons with
same-sex attraction exceeds false solutions to the problem. I waited in vain until the service ended
then made a bee-line for the poor guy: ‘Please don’t forget persons like me who are vulnerable…If
you the pastor don’t say anything, we won’t hear anything but ‘gay is the way, walk in it.’ “
Then I received a gift in the mail. That same Sunday, a Catholic Church in Pennsylvania (which just
happens to run a Living Waters group) put out the most amazing church bulletin I have ever read.
Really. Entitled ‘Difficult Conversations for Faithful Catholics’, it laid out a series of brief articles on
how to love well persons with SSA while remaining true to one’s Christian conscience. Its
premise? We all come to Christ broken; we all need Jesus in order to discover together what it
means to become whole. I invite you to download the PDF. .
Simple. Smart. Truly loving. This is the Church who embodies what she preaches and does so with
stunning accuracy. Jesus is waking up and arising through His body. All we need to fear is
faithlessness. We have the answers. Let’s give them!
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